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                        Brahma OS is an operating system that hosts decentralized networks by enabling the deconstruction of existing services
                        and the use of a wide range of decentralized services and components to ensure that users can safely and easily access services
                        on the blockchain and application.
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                                    Bella liu
                                

                                
                                    co-founder
                                

                                
                                    12 years experience in the Internet industry
                                    6 times start-up experiences, with outstanding ability in economic design of product
                                    Held Important positions in top Internet companies
                                    Rich asset investment operating experiences in international projects over the past few
                                    years.
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                

                                
                                    Steven Hu
                                

                                
                                    CTO
                                

                                
                                    10 years experiences in architecture design and R&D; management in the telecommunication industry and the Internet industry. 
                                    Leads  R&D;  architecture design work in the programmable virtual router team
                                

                            

                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                

                                
                                    Trevor Smith
                                

                                
                                    OS architect
                                

                                
                                    Trevor Smith has achieved PHD degree in University of Edinburgh.
                                    He is one of the few early iOS developers worked on Salesforce and Oracle.
                                    He also worked on early prototypes of iOS and Android app for start-up and successfully leading the product launch and acquisition.
                                    Trevor is also specialized on website design and computer algorithm and is currently working decentralized blockchain technology research.
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                

                                
                                    Srikanth Bodla
                                

                                
                                    DNA graph manager
                                

                                
                                    Srikanth Bodla is a Solutions Architect/Project lead with a strong background in Business
                                    Intelligence & Data Warehousing,
                                    a proven track record for successfully delivering end to end Solutions addressing problems &
                                    requirements and a passion for emerging technologies Qlikview, Big Data, SAP Hana, SAP BI/BW
                                    technologies and the Apache Hadoop Ecosystem
                                

                            

                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                

                                
                                    Shu Collins
                                

                                
                                    Economic Model
                                

                                
                                    Shu Colins achieved her Master of Science in statistics in University of Oxford, UK.
                                    She has over 10 years of work experience on data science, machine learning and AI in automotive, gaming, technology,  entertainment and digital insurance industries.
                                    She had lead data science projects in multiple fortune 500 companies or IPO companies like British Gas, Royal bank of Scotland, and specialized in blockchain application and cryptocurrency.
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                

                                
                                    KJ
                                

                                
                                    Researcher
                                

                                
                                    12 years’ experiences in architecture design in distributed database system and P2P network.
                                    Research directions including Blockchain capacity, data shard and ecosystem.
                                    He has got strong experience in both technology and research.
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                            Ocean Lu
                        
                            

                            
                                In charge of user persona team, machine learning, deep learning and algorithm research.
                                Encapsulate user tags.
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                        
                            Martin Wang
                        
                            

                            
                                In charge of distributed protocol optimization, network layer protocol docking OS.
                                Secure package storage content
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                        
                            Kevin Lee
                        
                            

                            
                                In charge of the realization of non-network technology, reform non-network protocol, optimize performance, embed OS
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                        
                            KJ
                        
                            

                            
                                Research mainly on optimization of chain structure, based on the chain algorithm design and implementation.
                            

                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            
                        
                            Steven
                        
                            

                            
                                Lead a team of 10 people, in charge of OS's underlying system implementation, deconstruct layers.
                                

                                Overall R & D embed all layers of the OS agreement.
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                        
                            Han
                        
                            

                            
                                In charge of Dapp architecture design and development, providing overall API for upper layer access.
                                System Design and Implementation.
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                        
                            Sheng
                        
                            

                            
                                In charge of security attack and security reinforcement.
                                Design architecture and develop transport layer security in the protocol layer for the overall OS
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                        
                            David Silva
                        
                            

                            
                                In charge of the functional design of the OS product and the development of the interface protocol.
                                Project priority adjustment.
                            

                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            
                        
                            JAsmall
                        
                            

                            
                                OS interactive designer expert.
                                Provide solutions for mainframe human-computer interaction
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                        
                            Ouy
                        
                            

                            
                                In charge of payment system design and development.
                                Docking the various payment protocols on the chain safely and quickly.
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    Kaiko
                                
                            

                            
                                In charge of visual effects, UI designer.
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    others
                                
                            

                            
                                Overseas team profile to be updated.
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                    Total Brahma OS Tokens: 3,000,000,000
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                            Phase 1

                            Q3-Q4 2018

                            Brahma Wallet

                            
                                Brahma Wallet provides users with functions such as wallet management,
                                asset management, and transaction management. It also operates as Service and is open to upper applications.
                            

                            Backlog

                            	Wallet management
	
                                    	To create wallets, supporting passwords and mnemonics;
	To backup wallet;
	To delete wallets;
	To edit wallet (only wallet name and password change);
	To export private key and Keystore;


                                
	Asset management
	
                                    	Display of ETH and other Token asset information;
	To add or remove impressions of Token asset information;


                                
	Transaction management
	
                                    	Receipt (supporting two-dimensional code);
	Transfer (supporting ETH accounts and sending Tokens by smart contracts);
	Historical transaction records;


                                


                        

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                

                            

                            Phase 0

                            Q2-Q4 2018

                            Overall Objective

                            To realize a basic and decentralized MVP version with a Brahma Wallets account which support a part of Android followers.

                            Brahma OS

                            For the Brahma OS in Phase One, our mission (and also our iterative rhythm) is as follows： 

                            	To complete the Ethereum blockchain technology stack that implements the LES protocol. The Bitcoin protocol is also built on blockchain technology. Since Bitcoin is the fastest growing cryptocurrency, the influx of trading applications is exponentially increasing. Among the various applications, the bitcoin pro handelsplattform 2021 is specifically designed to identify the most robust trading strategies and trends in the cryptocurrency markets.
	To complete the Android system source code (Android Framework) cutting and partial module reconstruction;
	To optimize the model selected for the drive adaptation part;


                            
                                Backlog

                                	Cutting or reconstructing all centralized module and framework component code based on Android system source code
	Ethereum Relayer of Brahma Chain, which supports Ethereum blockchain's LES protocol and opens related capabilities and services for Ethereum blockchains for upper-level applications, including:
	
                                        	Ethereum account management;
	Blockchain management
	Transfers and transaction records;
	Just like Ethereum, another emerging cryptocurrency is dogecoin. Many cryptocurrency experts have also pointed out that Dogecoin can become the full digital currency of the Internet. To learn how to buy dogecoin, check out købe dogecoin and take advantage of the opportunity to earn great returns;
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                            asset management, and transaction management. It also operates as Service and is open to upper applications.
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                The roadmap will be regularly updated, please refer to our official website for future updates.
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                    Contact-Project BRAHMA

                

                
                    
                        Investors should be cautious to evade investment risks
                    
                

                
                    Brahma Official Designated Contact

                

                
                        
                            
                                Asian Area
                            

                            Karen LIU :   [email protected]
                        

                        
                            
                                East Asia (South Korea Area) Authorised Agent
                            

                            Coinway Ventures (ICO BANK) :   최제호   [email protected]
                        

                        
                            
                                East Asia (Japan Area) Authorised Agent
                            

                            Ryan kim :   [email protected]
                        

                        
                            
                                Other Area
                            

                            [email protected]
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